LIB. AND INF. SCIENCE
Paper – VI (New)
Library and Information System : Academic Library System (Paper – I)
Sub. Code : 47756
Day and Date : Thursday, 10-5-2012
Time : 3.00 p.m. to 6.00 p.m.

Instructions : 1) All questions are compulsory.
               2) All questions carry equal marks.
               3) Attempt all Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ) in the main
                  answer book.

1. A) Multiple choice questions.
   1) Who writes advantages of collection development policy
      a) Katz     b) Magrill  c) Hikey     d) All of the above
   2) Resource sharing in library comprises sharing of
      a) Material, function, services
      b) Staff, money, materials, services
      c) Documentary, Non-documentary material service
      d) Personnel materials, function, service
   3) PPBS was introduced in which year ?
      a) 1960     b) 1961    c) 1971     d) 1970
   4) Notification of new arrivals in the library is a
      a) SDI service   b) CAS service
      c) Reference service  d) Information service
   5) Literature search is essential process of
      a) Information Retrieval   b) Reprography service
      c) Reference service      d) SDI service
6) GOC helps libraries in determining
   a) Foreign Exchange Rates
   b) Name of Foreign agency and vendor
   c) Books available in the market
   d) Which books to buy

7) Referral service means referring to
   a) Reference Books
   b) Other books in the collection
   c) Sources outside the library
   d) Online search

8) Functional element of management are known as
   a) PSODCORB
   b) POSDCORB
   c) POSBCORB
   d) POSDCROB

9) Network of computer networks is known as
   a) The Internet
   b) The Network
   c) The Database
   d) An operating system

10) The Feedback mechanism is one of the important components of
    a) Reference service
    b) SDI service
    c) CAS service
    d) Reprography service

B) Answer the following questions in one or two sentences:

1) Who gave the slogan “right book to the right reader at right time”?

2) ZBB was introduced in which year?

3) Where is the head quarter of INFLIBNET?

4) Personal assistance to the user in getting desired information/document is called as

5) Which are two types of reference service?
6) Financial year of the academic libraries is as 
7) What is Resource sharing? 
8) What are the main two types of Network? 
9) What is a user profile? 
10) Collection policy is a documents such as 

2. Write short notes on **any four**:
   1) Needs of users of college libraries 
   2) Characteristics of Academic library collection 
   3) Referral service 
   4) Attributes of library Budget 
   5) CAS services in academic libraries 
   6) Users' participation in collection development. 

3. Define 'Academic Library' and describe in detail functions and services of Academic library system. 

   OR

What is Resource sharing? Discuss the role of consortia and Networks in resource sharing. 

4. Define Information literacy for use of resources and its usefulness in academic libraries. 

   OR

Define library budget and explain the various types of budgeting useful for Academic libraries.